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Stomatal pores on the surface of
plants allow gaseous exchange
across the cuticle of leaves and
stems. The apertures of stomatal
pores are controlled by a pair of
guard cells which regulate the
uptake of CO2 from the atmosphere
and the loss of water vapor from
the plant. To act as effective
regulators of gas exchange, guard
cells process information from
simultaneous, often conflicting,
signals, such as light intensity,
atmospheric CO2 concentration
and various plant hormones,
including the drought response
hormone abscisic acid (ABA) [1].

Environmental signals, such as
reductions in light intensity or
water availability, bring about
reductions in stomatal gas
exchange by promoting stomatal
closure and inhibiting stomatal
opening. These are two distinct
turgor-driven processes which
involve the co-ordinated activation
and inhibition of ion channels
present on the membranes of the

guard cells. Recently there have
been major advances in our
understanding of the cellular
events that underlie guard cell
signaling. In addition to ion
channels, many signaling
components have been identified
that are involved in the control of
stomatal aperture, including
second messengers, protein
kinases, protein phosphatases and
phospholipases [2–5].

Although, until recently, the role
of transcription factors in
regulating stomatal apertures had
not been directly investigated,
there was some evidence
indicating that changes in gene
expression patterns were involved
in controlling stomatal
movements. For example, the
application of transcriptional
inhibitors inhibits stomatal
opening under some conditions
[6], and RNA processing has been
implicated in ABA-induced
stomatal closure [7,8]. A guard
cell expressed transcription factor
has been reported [9], and the
ectopic expression of ABI3 — a

transcription factor involved in
ABA-regulated seed dormancy —
has effects on ABA signaling in
guard cells [10]. Furthermore, it is
clear that changes in gene
expression are associated with
stomatal movements. A decade
ago, ABA-induced changes in
guard cell gene expression were
reported by Taylor et al. [11], and
since then many other detailed
reports have followed [12–14]. But
it has not been established
whether such changes are
required during changes in
stomatal aperture. 

Two papers published very
recently in Current Biology [15,16],
demonstrate the involvement of
two R2R3-MYB transcription
factors in the regulation of
stomatal apertures, implicating
gene expression as an addition
level of control in the proposed
intracellular guard cell signaling
network that controls stomatal
aperture [1].

Plant genomes encode a
comparatively large number of
putative transcription factors. But
even in the case of the most
intensively studied of the model
species, Arabidopsis thaliana, the
function of only ~5% of these
transcription factors has been
determined by detailed
phenotypic analysis of the
corresponding mutants [17]. The
MYB family is one of the largest
groups of plant transcription
factors, of which the major
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Guard Cells: Transcription Factors
Regulate Stomatal Movements

Recent work shows that transcription factors are necessary for
stomatal movements in plants. Different members of the plant-specific
R2R3-MYB transcription factor family are required for mediating
stomatal opening in response to light and stomatal closure in response
to darkness.



subgroup, the R2R3-MYBs, has
125 members and is specific to
plants [18]. It has been proposed
that this R2R3-MYB subgroup
evolved to regulate plant-specific
processes such as responses to
plant hormones, cell identity, and
responses to environmental
stimuli [17,19].

As reported in the new papers
[15,16], two R2R3-MYB type
transcription factors, AtMYB60
and AtMYB61, are expressed in
guard cells, and play opposite
roles in the control of stomatal
apertures [15,16]. The expression
of AtMYB60 is environmentally
regulated in guard cells [15].
Stimuli which usually cause
reductions in stomatal aperture,
including darkness or ABA,
strongly down-regulate the
expression of this gene, whereas
light treatment, which usually
causes increases in stomatal
apertures, increases AtMYB60
gene expression. Expression of
this gene does not, however,
always correlate with stomatal
movement, as increasing
atmospheric CO2 concentration,
which typically brings about
stomatal closure, had little effect
on AtMYB60 transcript levels. 

To investigate the role of this
gene product further, Cominelli et
al. [15] studied the stomatal
responses of an atmyb60 mutant,
and found that light-induced
opening of stomata was impaired
in these plants, but that stomatal

opening induced by reduced
atmospheric CO2 concentration
was unaffected. Furthermore,
stomatal closure induced by ABA
or dark was unaffected by the
atmyb60 mutation. These results
suggest that in wild-type plants
AtMYB60 is specifically involved
in regulating light-induced
opening of stomata, and that ABA
may mediate reductions in
stomatal apertures, at least in
part, by inhibiting AtMYB60 gene
expression (Figure 1).

As AtMYB60 specifically
regulates the stomatal opening
response to light, then it might be
expected that other transcription
factors will regulate stomatal
responses to other environmental
stimuli, and this is exactly what is
reported by Liang et al [16] for
AtMYB61. In contrast to
AtMYB60, AtMYB61 is expressed
only in guard cells in the dark,
under conditions when stomatal
pores are usually closed, and
barely or not at all in the light
(Figure 1). Again the AtMYB61
gene expression pattern is very
specific, as other stomatal closure
stimuli, such as ABA or drought,
do not induce AtMYB61
expression. 

Infra-red thermography showed
that atmyb61 mutant plants were
approximately 0.5°C cooler than
wild-type plants, suggesting that
atmyb61 stomata are more open
than wild-type. Direct
measurements of stomatal

aperture confirmed that dark-
induced stomatal closure is
impaired in atmyb61 plants [16].
These results indicate that the
expression of AtMYB61 in the
dark is necessary for dark-
induced reductions in stomatal
aperture, but not for ABA-induced
reductions in stomatal aperture
(Figure 1).

Together, these results identify,
for the first time, transcription
factors that are important for the
environmental regulation of
stomatal apertures. As the roles of
AtMYB60 and AtMYB61 appear to
be so specific for the regulation of
light-induced opening and dark-
induced closure, respectively, this
suggests that other transcription
factors will be identified that are
involved in regulating the stomatal
opening and closing responses to
other environmental variables
such as atmospheric CO2
concentration. These findings also
provide additional evidence for
the proposal that the control of
stomatal movements is regulated
by a dynamic and complex
signaling network [1], with
regulation at many levels
including protein phosphorylation
and gene expression, which in
turn exert effects on guard cell
turgor and increases or decreases
in stomatal apertures.

The identification of
transcription factors regulating
stomatal movements is of
additional importance because
the control of plant water relations
is an attractive target for the
production of drought tolerant
plants. It is therefore significant
that atmyb60 mutant plants, and
plants overexpressing AtMYB61,
both show reductions in stomatal
apertures and reduced rates of
stomatal gas exchange, and that
atmyb60 plants have enhanced
drought tolerance.
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Figure 1. Model to illustrate
how the expression of
MYB60 and MYB61
potentially mediate light,
dark and drought-induced
alterations in stomatal
apertures.

Green arrows and red bars,
represent induction and
inhibition of expression of
guard cell transcription
factor genes, respectively.
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During cell division the cleavage
plane must be positioned
correctly between the segregating
chromosomes. Animal cells solve
this problem by specifying the
division plane during mitosis. The
mitotic spindle dictates the site of
furrowing, ensuring that the
contractile ring cleaves the cell
into two halves, each containing a
complete set of chromosomes [1].
At first sight, the fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe
appears to use a different
mechanism. Fission yeast cells
are rod-shaped and divide in the
middle. There is a tight correlation
between the position of the
interphase nucleus and that of the
division site. The fission yeast
nucleus is maintained at the cell
middle during interphase, and

mutants that exhibit abnormal
nuclear positioning often divide
off-center [2]. 

These and other observations
have strongly suggested that, in
fission yeast, the position of the
interphase nucleus determines that
of the cleavage plane. Thus, to
understand how the position of the
cleavage plane is set, we first need
to determine how the nucleus is
maintained in the center of the cell
during interphase. The answer has
long been thought to lie with
microtubules. But in the absence
of techniques for manipulating the
position of the nucleus, the exact
role of microtubules has been
difficult to address.

Interphase microtubules in S.
pombe are organized in four to six
bundles which span the long axis
of the cell. These bundles are
anchored by their minus ends at
multiple points on the nuclear

membrane, so that the highly
dynamic plus ends are oriented
toward the cell tips [3,4].
Microtubules that contact the cell
tips buckle under tension,
generating forces capable of
deforming the nuclear membrane.
It has been suggested that the
combined pushing forces of
microtubules at opposite cell tips
maintain the nucleus in the cell
center [4]. Two recent papers [5,6]
describe elegant physical
approaches to displacing the
nucleus of S. pombe cells. The
results of these studies confirm
the role of microtubule pushing
forces in nuclear positioning, and
bring further insight into the
mechanism of cleavage plane
specification in fission yeast.

Tolic-Nørrelykke et al. [5] used
optical tweezers to trap a
naturally occurring lipid granule
in the fission yeast cytoplasm. By
pushing the granule against the
nucleus, they could displace it by
almost 1 µµm in an interphase cell
(fission yeast cells are 7–12 µµm in
length). In most cases, the
nucleus returned to the cell
center after release from the
optical trap, and cells placed the
division site in the middle.
Visualization of GFP-labeled
microtubules showed that the

Division-Plane Positioning:
Microtubules Strike Back

Two groups have recently developed physical techniques to
manipulate the position of the nucleus in fission yeast. Their studies
reveal how microtubules confine the nucleus to the cell center, and
indicate how the position of the cleavage plane during cell division is
coordinated with that of the nucleus.


